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Audio Erotica

Hypnotically Seduced
By Nat Ion
www.hypnoticdreams.com
deals with a lot of the issues
and explains many of the
realities about hypnosis. I
appreciated the honesty of
the hypnotist who seems like
a down to earth kind of guy
that isn’t trying to sell you an
audio erotic baloney
sandwich. He is frank when
he says that different people
have different levels of
susceptibility to hypnosis,
and that essentially you can
get a lot out of it, but to do
so you will need to put some
time, energy, focus and
discipline into it. This is
optional though; the tracks
can be enjoyed as straight
up audio erotica as well.
Whatever you prefer, you
are certainly getting your
moneys worth.
Introducing Erotic Hypnosis
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is one strange and intimate aural ride. Where as your regular audio erotica
essentially tells you a sexy story about other people, this actually features the
9 captures
hypnotist talking directly
to you. Firstly, he gets you in
5 Jan 10 - 27 Aug 14
encouraging you to focus and breathe your tension away, and then he begins to
describe in explicit detail what he wants you to visualise him doing with you, and
to you. More importantly, he wants you to feel what he is doing to you.
The hypnotist’s voice is deep, soothing and controlled. He clearly knows what he
is doing, and if you let yourself go in the manner he describes, that voice is a
haunting and arousing focus which drives a very powerful and unique
experience.
Grab yourself a copy of Introducing Erotic Hypnosis from Amazon now!
It did take a little while to get used to. On my first listen, I was fully relaxed, but
when he starts describing how he is essentially making love to me, I found it
almost too strange and intimate. My mind snapped to attention at the first
mention of words “pussy” and “cock”, and I lost my focus. It did kind of come out
of the blue; obviously I make part of my living using those terms with my reviews,
so I’m not sure why it caught me off guard. Possibly because I was so calm and
relaxed and the trip was so smooth and sensual to that point before it entered a
more explicit phase.
After that first listen, when I knew what to expect, is when I was able to relax and
really get into the experience. And I thoroughly enjoyed it. I definitely got into a
very deep and meditative state, and I was able to visualise this mystery man
working over my body in the manner he was describing. It was an erotic
experience the likes of which I haven’t tried before, and it made a great change
from your regular solo nights fun.
It took me to a previously unexplored place within my own sexual self; one which
provided some unexpected thrills and distinctive feelings. It left me bizarrely
satisfied afterwards; revelling in a warm state of blissful calm as I could hear the
storm raging outside. Quite the contrast, which is why it was so memorable. I can
recommend masturbating as you listen, although that is probably not exactly
what the hypnotist had in mind. I was still focusing though!
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As for the longer term and broader sensual life benefits, I’m not sure as yet. I
would probably need to repeat the experience many times over so I could fully
give myself the opportunity to embrace erotic hypnosis’s full potential.
But I liked what I felt, enough to give this a big recommendation for anyone who
is interested in adding something excitingly different to their erotic arsenal.
Whether you want a straightforward and unique audio erotic experience, or you
want to explore the full possibilities erotic hypnosis can deliver, definitely consider
www.hypnoticdreams.com. The benefits are potentially unlimited!
To paraphrase the hypnotist…”It felt good. It felt wonderful. I love the way that
felt”.
Grab yourself a copy of Introducing Erotic Hypnosis from Amazon now!
Are you ready to go deeper? This is the seductive question posed by the
Hypnotist from Hypnotic Dreams.com...and I need to emphasize REALLY willing
to say yes...then a unique and powerfully erotic experience awaits.
The Hypnotist uses a combination of techniques to lead you in to a deep and
relaxing trance, none of which are threatening or intimidating, and at all times he
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leaves the question posed “are you willing to go deeper?” I liked this method of
always leaving a possible out, so if you decide you don't want to play, you can
captures
exit at will. But the9 truth
is, if you are open minded and
5 Jan 10 - 27 Aug 14
like few others, then you will really want to give yourself over, relax and enjoy this
ride.
Hypnotically Seduced begins with The Hypnotist describing your preparations to
meet a fascinating man at a party; he guides you through getting dressed and
what you are feeling as you arrive at the party and first hear THAT voice; the
voice of the intended man. It is a gentle and exciting buildup which allows you to
immerse yourself and warm into the experience. But then, when the seduction
commences with this delicious stranger, is when things really get interesting...
You find yourself walking down a staircase, relaxing and feeling more and more
in tune with this man, before entering a room and standing in front of a fur laden
table which will allow you to recline whilst still almost standing. You feel a little
vulnerable, a little hesitant, but then THAT voice asks you to undress and lay
back on the table, and without questioning you do it.
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Grab yourself a copy of Hypnotically Seduced from Amazon now!
Your hands lift above your head at his behest, and without knowing how, they
become hypnotically bound. Such excitement! When The Hypnotist begins to
stroke and kiss your body, you feel tingles and passion build in an uncontrollable
way. Every fiber of your being is excited, and your nerves are electrified. When
he produces the fur glove and gently runs it all over, it is hard to contain yourself.
But then he steps it up a gear, and works through some more wonderful foreplay
before taking his hypnotically powerful cock and plunging it deep, then deeper,
then even deeper still into you, filling your essence with his control and
benevolence. His voice continues to describe the pleasure you are enjoying as
he sensually makes love to you, and you sense one of the most majestic
orgasms of your life building then crashing over you like a tidal wave of bliss.
Hypnotically Seduced is a kinkier and wilder ride than his first offering,
Introducing Erotic Hypnosis. It is more challenging, but I found ultimately more
rewarding because of the immensely pleasurable feelings it conjures owing to the
experiencing, and then overcoming of vulnerability, and the submission aspect of
the story.
Grab yourself a copy of Hypnotically Seduced from Amazon now!
His ability to describe making love to you is graphic and allows you to easily
envision yourself in that position, bucking your hips, grinding down onto him, and
opening yourself deeper and deeper to him. Feeling his cock work so far into you
that it fills an erotic part of your soul. His deep, sexy voice rolls through your ears
like warm honey, tickling and caressing your imagination, arousing your thoughts,
and following his guidance will unveil a secret world of erotic potentials right there
in your own mind.
I found you can use www.hypnoticdreams.com in a couple of ways, both insanely
pleasurable and deeply arousing.
Firstly, I found that by completely relaxing and just following The Hypnotist's
soothing words and guidance as he intends, I had an amazing hypnotic
experience after which I woke up feeling so...well...satisfied. More in touch with
myself, and I couldn’t stop smiling for quite some time. It is a powerful happening
which conveys all the benefits The Hypnotist intends.
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Secondly, I was a little naughty, and masturbated through Hypnotically Seduced.
This was my own version of erotic hypnosis, and boy did it work for me. Having
9 captures
The Hypnotist describing
in detail how he wants to tou
5 Jan 10 - 27 Aug 14
and help you orgasm while you touch yourself in all the right places helps create
such an overwhelming fantasy that I cannot recommend it enough. Talk about an
interactive sex toy to enhance your solo sensual sessions! Brilliant. Must have.
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This may not have been the way The Hypnotist intended Hypnotically Seduced to
be used...oh well, maybe his next creation will have to deliver a hypnotic
spanking!
Just quickly on the practicalities, the cost is around $25 dollars which will prove
to be money well spent and the audio piece goes for about half an hour which is
just the right amount of time. You download an MP3 file, which only takes a few
minutes, so you can put it on CD or straight onto your iPod like I did. Give
yourself over to pleasure by heading to http://www.hypnoticdreams.com and
open up an exciting new world of erotic potential!
Your rating:
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